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Abstract

Child labour is amongst one of the largest & foremost confronts for the accomplishment of the Education for All Goals in our country Pakistan. The in-hand article is an effort regarding prevailing situation of Child Labour in Pakistan & its inverse effects on the development towards the achievement of the EFA Goals. This article reached the conclusion that Child Labour is often caused as a result of the culture, attitude, commitment & priorities of the society & the states which not only has increased the number of Child Labourers but has become a strong & rigid obstacle to the EFA Goals, particularly, for young children. Though the Pakistani states has shown its full dedication to the EFA map, nevertheless, futile execution of procedure, rapid change in political setups, cultural constraints, lack of qualified teachers, missing of basic infrastructure facilities, insecurity, lawlessness, natural disasters, lack of commitment towards girls education, priorities in Govt budgetary allocation, lack of literacy awareness campaigns, gender discrimination & lack of reforms in the education sector are some of the key confronts. Skirmishing Child Labour & the attainment of EFA should be one the most desired & preferred Goals in Pakistan. So, Pakistani states requires comprehensive & inclusive efforts at all levels, i.e., individual, family, society & the states levels especially private sector & all other stakeholders should come forward on emergency basis to boost EFA & to remove the evil of Child Labour from the Pakistani society forever
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**Introduction**

Our homeland Pakistan has become the 2nd leading country regarding out of educational institution children on this planet, there are 54 lacs out of school children in the year 2011 with a slight decrease 53 lacs in the year 2012). Amongst the total out of educational institution children approximately 58% were reported as girls, i.e., 32 lacs girls were busy in some sort of works. The masculinity disproportion in schooling can be observed from the GPI in Pakistan, which is 0.818 in 2010, means that only 81 girls were admitted in the educational institution per hundred boys admitted (GMR 2012). Lots of girls who were not attending educational institution were affianced in numerous types of child labor, say for instance in farming; carpet tiles weaving; soccer ball factories, surgical tools, or in household activities’ etc. Quite a few girls were seen to be out of their schooling because of early enforced weddings or being enforced into pornography. As in our neighbor country Afghanistan, repeatedly rebellious assemblages have harassed educational institutions in general & girls’ educational institutions. Same is the case in our country Pakistan where girls’ children and their education is neglected from the very past by every political or dictator govt.

However, on one side our country has the 2nd largest number of children out of schools but on the other side yet it has retained a small amount of expenditure, of 3% of its total GNP on education. It has further abridged its expenditure on education from 2.6% to 2.3% of its GNP over the last 10 years. In contrast, our govt spends extra money and provide extra subsidies on other sectors like Pakistan International Airlines, Pakistan Steel mills & Pepco etc. than on education. Our govt also spends 7 times more money on military than on primary educational institution (GMR 2011). Which clearly shows its commitment to education and its stance? To surmount the impasse of its military budget and to spread the learning opportunities to all children alike throughout the country. Pakistan needs to divert and implement a single and universal education system for all children in all corners of the country & provide opportunities to all children to complete primary education in their own doorstep institutions without any difficulty and obstacle. Furthermore, though donors countries and agencies have increased their funding by 6% in 2011 in Pakistan, but it still spends a small amount of the provided funds i.e. (5%) on education less than India (10%) in spite of the fact that the number of out of educational institution children in Pakistan are three times larger than the number in India in 2011 (EFA Policy, 2013).

There is a universal, established acknowledgment and fact that youngster work end & the accomplishment of general fundamental schooling can be seen interconnected and a fact remains that one can’t be accomplished without the complete removal of the other. The
focal spot of schooling in battling child labour has its verifiable roots in the nineteenth & mid-20th century in mechanical nations. In a report, Myron Weiner (1991) clearly pointed out mandatory instruction and schooling in wiping out kid work, whether it was in past or in present. Weiner’s elucidation of the chronicled record has thusly started an enthusiastic discussion among scholastics. This verifiable discussion has been supplemented all the more as of late by an assessment of the connection among instruction & kid work on or after a human being civil rights point of view. The privilege of all youngsters to free & obligatory schooling is cherished in worldwide commandment in an assortment of settlements. Moreover, Education for All turned into a focal improvement objective during the 1990s & its financial advantages turned out to be progressively perceived. As a result, the member’s countries were forced to spend 20% more of their budget to arrive at the youngsters for EFA as a huge number of kids were involves in labour markets as laborers. So ultimately the number of working kids dropped down slightly of the societies which were redundant of getting their education.

Conversely, firstly instruction and schooling assume and supposed to be a fighting against various jobs or activities done by children. To start with, widespread obligatory instruction and schooling up to the base age is a basic precautionary appraise. Secondly, schooling of good quality has a significant defensive influence on the kids and provides more extensive defensive condition for kids as an alternative of the employment. Also schooling gives true direction and guidance to children and ultimately open doors by enlarging choices for youngsters by putting them destined for success for the future instead of work, (Grootaert & Kanbur, 1995)

Education for all point this emergency in schooling a noteworthy new activity, the World Conference on Education for All, was met at Jomtien, Thailand in March 1990 to set out another hallucination. The point was to restore the universal network’s duty to essential schooling. Initially started and gathered by UNDP, UNESCO, UNICEF & the World Bank, the battle & eventually gone to by 155 states & NGOs. The Conference delineated an “extended vision” also the Conference Declaration centered, as a component of this “hallucination” on quality, kid advancement, & the requirements of the least fortunate nations. As a result, 6 basic objectives were recognized, as: all-inclusive right of entry to & fruition of essential instruction constantly by 2000. The Jomtien objectives were additionally reproduced in a progression of UN gatherings which pursued during the 1990s: The World Summit for Children (1990), the World Summit for Social Development (1995) & the Fourth World Conference on Women (1995).

Later on these gatherings of states rose up to the Development Assistance
Committee (DAC) of the Organization for Economic Co-activity & Development (OECD), a center worldwide accord on advancement regarding children schooling: widespread access to essential schooling by 2000, with culmination by 80% of essential age youngsters; conclusion of the sexual orientation hole in essential schooling & optional instruction by 2005; general essential instruction by 2015, upgrades in the nature of schooling, & improve the low salary networks and package for teachers. The rising profile of child labour right now was likewise reflected in significant universal gatherings held in 1997 at Amsterdam & Oslo. The Oslo gathering specifically centered and focused on youngsters schooling in its last embraced content.

EDUCATION FOR ALL GOALS

EFA is a universal progress effort guided by UNESCO aiming to congregate the learning desires of each and every one child, youth & adults of a society by 2015. EFA was taken on by the Dakar Framework in April 2000 at the World Education Forum in Senegal, Africa, with the goal that each one child would be given free primary education by 2015. Somehow not all children were given the education they require or want; therefore, this goal was put in place to lend a hand. UNESCO has been consented to lead the movement & coordinate the international efforts to arrive at Education for All and no doubt it started their efforts as well. As a result, many states, development agencies, civil society, non-states organizations & the media actively participated in the campaign, but still a number of the cohorts working and getting the way to reach these goals. The EFA goals also make a payment to the global pursuit of the eight (MDGs), especially MDG 2 on universal primary education & MDG 3 on gender equality in education, by 2015. For this purpose “The Fast Track Initiative” was set up to put into practice the EFA movement, aiming at “accelerating improvement towards quality universal primary education”. UNESCO also fabricated the annual Education for All Global Monitoring Report. EFA Goals are shortly introduced below:

**Goal1**– early childhood care & education

Growing & improving exhaustive early youth care & instruction, particularly for the most helpless & burdened youngsters.

**Goal2**– universal primary education

Guaranteeing that by 2015 all kids, especially young ladies, & those in troublesome conditions also, those having a place with ethnic minorities, approach, & complete, free & necessary essential instruction of good quality at their doorstep with an easy access.

**Goal3**– youth & adult skills

Making sure to the acclimatize requirements of every young people & grown-ups are to congregate from side to
side impartial admittance to appropriate learning & fundamental abilities programs.

**Goal 4—adult literacy**

Accomplishing a fifty percent improvement in levels of grown-up adult education by 2015, particularly for ladies, & make arrangement for fair access to essential & proceeding with schooling for all grown-ups.

**Goal 5—gender equality**

Dispensing with sexual orientation variations in indispensable & discretionary schooling by 2005, & accomplishing sexual orientation balance in schooling by 2015, with an emphasis on guaranteeing young ladies’ full what’s more, equivalent access to & accomplishment in essential schooling of good quality.

**Goal 6—quality of education**

Improving all dimensions and parts of the schooling & guaranteeing them all quantifiable learning environment and conditions to accomplish their education in a standardized educational institution, particularly in proficiency, numeracy & fundamental abilities

**Progress towards efa**

Worldwide promises made in the Dakar Framework was just somewhat satisfied and achieved. The Dakar Framework for Action proposed three sorts of worldwide intercessions to help nations: A) Coordination components, some of which previously existed; others were delineated without precedent for the Dakar Framework & therefore changed. B) Campaigns committed to specific parts of EFA, for example, grown-up education, or to particular challenges. C) Initiatives, some of which were determined in the Dakar Framework while others were made later, drawing from its position. It was trusted that, if effectively executed, these mediations would prompt five medium-term results which thusly would help accelerate the accomplishment of the EFA objectives. The intercessions were normal to: D) Reaffirms & support political duty to EFA E) Help assorted kinds of learning, proof & mastery be conveyed & utilized F) Impudence & reinforce national EFA arrangement & practice G) Effectively assemble money related assets for EFA H) Establish free observing & detailing of advancement towards the EFA objectives. Though these objectives were not completely achieved but it set a platform for others in future.

**Importance of education for all**

In spite of the fact that there has been enduring advancement towards accomplishing numerous EFA objectives, yet due to numerous difficulties and obstacles some remained un-achieved:

1-Today, an expected 250 million youngsters around the globe can’t peruse & compose, even in the wake of burning through they spent at least three years in educational institution as well. 2-In 2012, 58 million kids were out of educational
institution; half of these kids lived in strife influenced nations they were somehow approached and brought into educational arena. 3- In sub-Saharan Africa, young ladies represented 56% of out-of-younger students in 2012, due EFA efforts most of them were enlisted in the schools. 4- In 2011, just 60% of nations had accomplished sex equality in enlistment at the essential level & 38% at the optional level due EFA efforts. 5- In around 33% of nations, less than 75% of elementary teachers are prepared by national norms as result of the worldwide teacher’s campaigns. 6- In 2011, around half of little youngsters approached pre-essential schooling, & in sub-Saharan Africa the offer was just 18% as EFA has started their never-ending efforts. Due to the Education for All objectives one of the eight MDGs were achieved to a limited extent because of the immediate effect of instruction on tyke & conceptive wellbeing, just as the way that EFA has made an assemblage of involvement in multi accomplice coordinated effort toward the 2015 targets. At the same time, accomplishing the different MDGs, for example, improved wellbeing, access to clean drinking water, diminished destitution, & natural manageability, are basic to accomplishing the instruction MDGs were become possible of the work of EFA.

**WORLD bank efforts for the accomplishment of efa goals**

The Bank bolsters EFA through multidimensional, endeavors for instance: a-to improve instructive quality & learning results. b- To improve low grade educational institution. c- To improve the left out & consistency standards of young ladies, just as their learning results. d-to advance early youth improvement & Protect EFA prospects in delicate states. The Bank directed every one of the nations to accomplish their schooling objectives through money & learning administrations in the types of systematic work, arrangement counsel, & specialized help. Strategy work is a key part of the Bank’s work to acknowledge EFA. The Bank’s Systems Approach for Better Education Results Initiative (SABER), for instance, gathers & investigates strategy information on schooling frameworks around the globe, utilizing proof-based structures to feature strategies & institutions that matter a good number to endorse learning for all children. The World Bank Group reorganized the Global Partnership for Education (GPE), as a Board Member, host of the GPE Secretariat, trustee & supervising entity for the enormous mass of GPE grants. Lastly the World Bank moreover chains EFA hard work from side to side analytic work & sharing of global knowledge & high-quality perform. The Bank’s analytic work has, for instance, lent a hand to create yardsticks for quality, effectiveness, & reserve enlistment in the education sector.

Anyway, Child work is a noteworthy test for the fulfillment of the objectives of Education for All (EFA) in Pakistan. Kid work is characterized as, the
interest of little youngsters aging below 15 years in the work power, with the intention to acquire a living or to help family unit salary (Grootaert & Kanbur, 1995). In nearly all developing nations, 1 in each 5 youngsters work; & 1 in each 3 kids work in Africa and 3rd world countries (Pakistan comprehensive report), however there are huge contrasts in financial action rates over these locales (World Bank 2007). Kid work is far reaching & has been on the expanding move in Pakistan, where 45% of the all-out populace, or simply more than 1 Cror 40 lacs individuals, has been observed to be kids younger having 15 years of age (PRB, 2009). An immense 15 million kids, younger than 15 years, are occupied with some type of work in Pakistan. A larger part of these youngsters is presented to extended periods of time of work in perilous & unfortunate conditions. Youngsters in Pakistan are utilized in open places & markets: as road sellers (64%); homeless people & shoe shiners (4%); vehicle washers/watchers (six %); scroungers (five %); & feet washers (eight %). In northern Pakistan, kids are alluded to as ‘almajirai’. The ascent in the pace and increasing interset of youngster work in the 3rd world nation may have been a result of the interest for modest work & destitution (UNICEF, 2006). Despite the fact that, kids have consistently opposed and denied in Pakistan, but still number child laborer’s are steadily on the up. The way of thinking of most societies in Pakistan, have urged youngsters to profession among their folks, so as to become skilled and earning source for their families as they would later on require in their adulthood. Be that as it may, kids today are compelled to fill in as a survival methodology for themselves & their family. The cash earned by youngster workers has shaped a huge piece of income generating source of poor families. Thus, kid work has prompted mass drop out from essential & auxiliary educational institutions in spite of the efforts, as a result expanded inclusion of youngsters in wrongdoing & medication related propensities, hampered human capital advancement, & the improvement of the possibilities of nations like Pakistan. There is far reaching conviction, that work is dangerous to a child’s scholarly & physical improvement, particularly that of small kids. Kids in Pakistan have been set up to invest their energy in four fundamental exercises, to be specific: work, educational institution, work/educational institution, & recreation/inactive. ILO assessed in 1999, that 24.2 % of kids in Pakistan among the age of ten & fourteen years are been working or they are busy in some sort of activities. The key mean & goal of any nation to make progress is laying behind in their education system they have but unfortunately children and their education in our country Pakistan is not been focused and keenly taken. Pakistan has been credited to have the most noteworthy number of dealt kids & ladies, as can be observed that eighty lac Pakistani kids, are engaged in exploitative work against
the international prevailing laws (NAPTIP, 2008). The EFA is a kind of platform on a worldwide level that make sure to give excellence fundamental instruction and schooling to all youngsters, adolescents & grown-ups in all corners of the world. The development was propelled at the world Conference on EFA in 1990, where delegates of the global network acknowledged the fact that universalizing the essential instruction and schooling & lack of enough educational institutions at all level before the decades to be over is badly missing. The worldwide duty of EFA rose as a response to the expanding pace of youngster work, tyke dealing, tyke misuse & kid related maltreatment that deny offspring of essential schooling, & a protected future for these children.

Child labour & education for all inter-connection

there is strong inter-connection between children’s education and the delima of child labour. As it can be seen in any former research studies and literatures that wherever there is abundance of educational facilities like enough schools, provision of basic facilities, enough number of skilled and professional teachers, and a well spread and organized set and system of education there can hardly be seen children in the work places and labor markets in the shape of child laborer’s. But inversely if there is lack of these kinds of facilities especially for kids there can be seen abundance of child laborer’s instead of they should be in their birth right (educational institutions). During the last piece of the 1990s, kid work took-off as a global issue. Be that as it may, little association was made with the EFA plan. Jomtien, coming not long subsequent to the selection of the CRC, neglected to consider the essential idea of tyke rights as the fundamental standard behind EFA. Under worldwide human rights law, eighty% child laborer’s were approached, but 20%, children that are still in employment are hard-to-reach, which remains the extraordinary test to accomplishing EFA Goal.

Progress in the new millennium

The World Education Forum held at Dakar, Senegal, in April 2000, that insisted on appropriate, with free obligatory essential instruction & educational institution of good quality as a long-haul focus to be achieved by 2015 in all corners and all children of the world. Uncommon notice was made of young ladies, kids in particularly troublesome conditions & those having a place with ethnic minorities however there was no notice of working youngsters as an objective. It took an additional 2 years for the schooling & kid work association with to be officially made outside of a kid work context. This was accomplished at the year 2002 UN General Assembly’s Special Session on Children (UNGASS). UNGASS, on 8 May 2002, incorporated a reference regarding the same issue to provide equivalent chances & access to quality schooling that is free & obligatory. This
was trailed by an accord result report of the General Assembly, “A World Fit for Children” with objectives & focuses to be meet the challenge of the new arena. The opening Declaration expressed that: All young ladies & young men must approach & finish essential instruction that is free, mandatory & of good quality as a foundation of a comprehensive essential schooling. In the Plan of Action, the association among schooling & child labor is first. They also realized that Education is a human right & a key factor to diminishing destitution & youngster work. As a major aspect of the execution technique, reference is made to advancing imaginative projects that urge educational institutions & networks to look all the provided educational facilities if not they should be made more effectively for youngsters who have dropped out or are barred particularly young ladies & working kids. Extraordinary measures ought to be set up to avert & diminish drop out because of the children in work section and business centers. In the areas where these kind of activities and practices are observed as tyke work, special reference were made, and prepared and significance importance was given to these kids to bring them into free fundamental instruction & with professional preparing & their combination into the schooling framework inside & out.

The association made at UNGASS was additionally reflected in crafted by the G8 Task Power on Education & the Working Group on Education for All: that child labor was a noteworthy obstruction to EFA. The G8 Summit in June 2002 pronounced: “More grounded endeavors must be made to wipe out the most exceedingly awful types of youngster work & to standard working kids into formal educational institutions”. Simultaneously UNESCO proclaimed, on the off chance that we need to accomplish Education for All, the issue of child labour must be taken all the more unequivocally into account. In 2003, at the round table sorted out by the ILO, UNESCO, Global March & the World Bank, held at New Delhi, on connecting arrangements in child labour disposal, destitution decrease & EFA, a Declaration was received, expressing: The worldwide network’s endeavors to accomplish Education for All & the dynamic end of child labour are inseparably connected. From one perspective, instruction & specifically, free & obligatory schooling of good quality up to the base age for ingoing business is a key component in keeping kids from working in risky & dangerous circumstances. Then again stressed that kid work is one of the biggest obstructions to EFA & neediness mitigation. Similarly, young ladies’ work is a genuine hindrance to accomplishing sex equality in essential & auxiliary instruction by 2005 (13, November, 2003). In conclusion, it should be recognized that the Global Campaign for Education & the Global March Against Child Labor were offering energy to & picking up help for EFA & the dynamic end of youngster labor. Child work
influences both the capacity to go to schools and class, & subsequently it has been recognized as significant test to the fulfillment of the objectives of EFA. At the point when youngsters are utilized in one type of work or the other, they will in general drop out of essential & optional educational institutions. Children working inside their homes, or in outsider family units, speaks to a noteworthy obstruction to access & consummation of value fundamental instruction in Pakistan. Also, a fact remains that of out-of-educational institution young ladies are engaged with household work. Young ladies engaged with household work are made helpless against maltreatment & misuse & frequently experience unforgiving working conditions & are prevented from securing their privileges. The greater parts of the kids, who work don’t have time, cash, or the vitality to go to class or they are even not reached by any agency yet. There are around sixty lac working kids in Pakistan, half of which are young ladies, & 10 lac of these children don’t go to class at all or they are compelled to drop out of their educational institution, because of neediness or on account of guardians’ interest to add to the family salary. More than eighty lac kids consolidate tutoring & work. This gathering of youngsters works at some stage in their extra time to lift assets to compensate their educational institution expenses. In the course of time they frequently bounce classes because of the interest of the labor market (UNICEF, 2006). Passing up instruction makes it difficult to fracture the sequence of neediness & abuse & keeps youngsters from having better life & a sheltered future. There is shortage of information on elementary educational institution participation rates in Pakistan. While educational institution enlistment rates are an indication of the degree of responsibility to schooling in Pakistan, they don’t generally mirror a tyke’s support in educational institution. The vulgar elementary educational institution enlistment declined, from roughly 86.2 % in 1993 to 70.3 % in 1996. The left-out rate for both male & female kids in elementary educational institutions is moderately high, being around 10 to 15 % somewhere in the range of 1990 & 1994, sixty-four % of understudies’ in elementary educational institution finished evaluation five, & just 43.5 % proceeded to junior auxiliary educational institution. During the previous year, both real universal appraisals of instruction advancement distinguished the test that kid work presents to achievement of schooling targets. The MDG’s Report 2006 expressed that “soaring paces of destitution in rustic territories limit instructive open doors in light of requests for youngsters’ work, low degrees of parental schooling & absence of access to great quality tutoring.” Meanwhile the Education for All Global Monitoring Report 2007 states that Education for All requires a comprehensive methodology that stresses the need to arrive at gatherings that may not generally approach instruction & learning. It calls
for arrangements planned for “coming to the unreached”, including approaches to defeat the requirement for kid work & to handle avoidance. A gathering of the Global Task Force on Child Labor & Education for All was held in Cairo on November 14, 2006. The gathering was gone to by all the center individuals from the Task Force, ILO, UNESCO, UNICEF, UNDP, World Bank, Education International & the Global March aligned with Child Labor. Delegates of the States of Norway & Brazil additionally took part in the gathering, which talked about various activities to take forward crafted by the Task Force. A short rundown of this work is given underneath.

Various national level activities are being started in chosen nations to look to standard child labor into EFA & new advancement systems, with a specific concentrate on present or likely Fast Track Initiative nations for instance the nations who first distinguished are Mali, Zambia, Albania & Pakistan. In these nations entomb organization talks will survey chip away at child labor & Education for All & distinguish methods for expanding entomb office collaboration on related work. Kid local work in outsider family units speaks to a noteworthy hindrance to get to what’s more, finishing of value essential schooling, particularly in the most unfortunate nations. A generous number of out-of-educational institution young ladies are associated with local work. Young ladies’ inclusion in residential work involves solid latent for maltreatment & misuse & it is regularly joined by cruel working circumstances & hardship of rights. This joint activity will:

1- Bolster advancement in chose nations of instruction & security program that locations CDL in national schooling plans & part changes.
2- Reinforce associations & synergistic components.
3- Build up a viable correspondence technique at national & worldwide levels that advances a favorable situation for progress.

To help business related to the kid work & instruction for all linkage, a reference booklet is being created, pointed fundamentally at instruction arrangement creators. This will be accessible for use by offices either inside their own exercises or as an asset for use on joint office programs. Reinforcing the learning base on child labor & its effect on schooling accomplishment is a significant advance in guaranteeing that the need to handle youngster work is reflected in national arrangements & systems. Youngster work influences both the capacity to go to class, & to profit from tutoring. The subsequently gathering of the GTF will consider a paper arranged by the Understanding Children’s Work (UCW) venture which audits existing information on kid work & schooling relationship & which distinguishes territories which could frame the reason for new look into around there.
Similarly, significant advancement has been made in Pakistan as well towards the acknowledgment of the cardinal objectives of the EFA development since it was articulated in 1990, however difficulties remain. The national states has built up various instructive strategies, for example, Universal Primary Education (UPE), EFA & Universal Basic Education (UBE), so as to check the issue of educational institution, drop outs, the decreasing enlistment in essential & optional tutoring, & instructive weakening for the most part in the nation. The UPE plan was organized by the military states in 1976 to build up the instructive limit of unskilled Pakistan. The plan was not as viable true to form. More individuals have been capable go to class, read & compose their names, & are better educated, because of the plan. Then again, the Universal Basic Education (UBE) was established in 1999; it made the initial nine years of tutoring free & necessary for all Pakistan offspring of educational institution age. UBE is sponsored up by a law that additionally stipulates free, obligatory & widespread essential schooling, when it is practicable. Besides a free-lunch approach has been organized by most states in northern Pakistan to draw in mass educational institution enlistment. Under the last strategy understudies are sans given lunch in educational institution notwithstanding the arrangement of free educational institution uniform, free course readings, composing & perusing materials. There is a National Commission for Mass Literacy (NCML) in the nation, which is commanded to set up projects & systems to raise Pakistan’s proficiency rate & line up with the fourth objective of EFA. Accessible information has shown an unflattering ascent in grown-up education enlistment, from 665,113 people joined up with 2001, 842,987 out of 2001 to 933,868, in 2004. EFA arrangements & changes set up by states have not been as compelling as envisioned. Henceforth the instructive segment is looked with real difficulties of ineffectively paid educators, a deficiency of prepared instructors, a poor & lacking foundation, & inadequately inspired educational institution personnel. This has thusly added to poor or unpredictable educational institution participation among youngsters in the nation. These difficulties, in any case, have been consistently ascending in elementary educational institution enlistment in the nation. The example of enlistment has demonstrated that a sum of 19.2 million grade educational institution understudies were tried out 2001; 19.8 million out of 2002; & 25.7 million out of 2003. As far as sexual orientation, there are progressively male enlistment in elementary educational institution, than their female partner; 10.8 million male & 8.4 million female youngsters took a crack at 2001; 11.0 million guys & 8.7 million females in 2002; & 14.4 million male & 11.3 million females were tried out 2003 (FME, 2007).
There exists strong relationship between advancement on decreasing kid work & arriving at Education for All. There is an unmistakable relationship be tween’s the locales & nations where the most progress is being made in lessening youngster work & those where the most progress is made in arriving at Education for All objectives have made progress as well. Comprehensively, progress in accomplishing general essential schooling has been consistent by & large enrolment in essential instruction arrived at 89% in 2009 up from 82% in 1999, with clear gains in arriving at sex equality objectives too. This advancement is reflected by the decrease in the general quantities of youngster workers. In Latin America, youngsters' work rates have diminished from 10% to 9% somewhere in the range of 2004 & 2008. During that period, enrolment rates in essential schooling for the area all in all have stayed over 90%, & enrolment in optional instruction arrived at 70%. This contrasts & figures for Sub-Saharan Africa of 63% essential schooling enrolment & 28% for auxiliary instruction (UNICEF 2010), where the commonness of kid work is most noteworthy & the total quantities of youngsters out of educational institution is developing. An ILO concentrate dependent on family unit kid work reviews in 34 nations from 1998-2006 discovered clear proof of the connection be tween’s better on accomplishment of general schooling & the lower rate of youngster work, (FME, 2007).

In a state like Brazil, during the 1960s, just about 60% of all kids 7-14 years of age were going to class. The new Constitution of 1988 made 8 years of instruction necessary, (in this way stretched out to 9 years in 2006), setting up an open responsibility to general schooling. In any case, the nation confronted significant social & monetary disparities. By 1991, in the more extravagant South & South East, enrolment rates had arrived at 95%, while in the North East, it was just 73%. Following on from the first Education for All Conference in Jomtien, Brazil embraced a 10-year Education for All Plan (1993-2000) & turned out to be immovably dedicated to the objective of all-inclusive essential instruction. Through a scope of Central & decentralized projects, significant venture & common society preparation, grade educational institution enrolment rates climbed drastically, especially in the more unfortunate States, & by 1999, it had arrived at 96%. So, they made inclusive progress in EFA Goals. Simultaneously as this drive towards all-inclusive essential schooling, say for example in the Brazilian states embraced another Statute on Children & Adolescents, which expressed that youngster work is incongruent with the privilege to instruction. The National Program for the Elimination of Child Labor (PETI) was intended to give month to month recompenses to poor families for every youngster going to class normally. Joined with after-educational institution
programs, also a progression of different measures, the occurrence of kid work has fallen significantly. The quantity of kids in youngster work in the age bunch 10-17 dropped by 36.4% from 1992-2004 & for youngsters between 5-9 years; the decay was a sensational 60.9%.

Mauritius is another case of a nation where considerable advancement on access to instruction, joined with considerable states managed savings inclusion, has fundamentally decreased the rate of youngster work. The nation has accomplished 95% enrolment rate at elementary educational institution (young ladies at 96%) & 73% at auxiliary educational institution (with young ladies at 77%). It additionally has the most reduced degrees of youngster work of any African nation, with an expected 2%-3% of kids delegated kid workers. Since the 1980's, the nation has appreciated a high GDP, considering a solid fare situated assembling part, & prospering the travel industry area. The administration has put intensely in schooling & social assurance, (NAPTIP, 2008).

Schooling is free from essential to advanced education & there is a free restorative framework, a non-contributory annuity conspire for individuals more than 60, & benefits for impaired, survivors, also, the jobless from low pay families. 17% of states consumption is spent on instruction & 19% on social welfare. There are likewise solid social exchange components & tripartite bodies. While the nation faces provokes identified with basic joblessness, the maturing populace & the significant expenses of social assurance, it is regardless an unmistakable case of what can be accomplished with the political will to contribute in schooling. For the situation of Tanzania, while the general pattern for the Sub-Saharan locale has been an expansion in youngster work, figures demonstrate that in Tanzania, the quantity of kid workers have diminished. Schooling throughout the most recent decade has been given high need, with the cancelation of elementary educational institution expenses & the development of interest in fundamental instruction. Enrolment rates in grade educational institution are currently 73% (young ladies 75%) up from 43.4% in 2000 what's more, which is essentially higher than in nations with comparative degrees of GDP. Connection between advancement towards all-inclusive schooling & decrease in kid work is fact which cannot be denied by any one. There were as yet 72 million kids, of whom 54% were young ladies, out of educational institution in 2007 in spite of a decrease of 33 million since 1999. As indicated by UNICEF, the figure ascends to 101 million when participation rates gathered from family unit reviews are considered in. In view of current patterns & levels of venture, there will in any case be 56 million offspring of elementary educational institution age out of educational institution in 2015. Out of 33 nations with a high predominance of youngster work, 28 additionally have a
high level of kids out of educational institution. Similarly, those areas were most out of educational institution kids are found, especially Sub-Saharan Africa & West Asia, will in general have the least venture & enrolment rates.

Laws & initiatives for EFA in Pakistan

The Pakistan constitution requires the arrangement of free, necessary & all-inclusive essential schooling, when it is practicable. In 1999, Pakistan characterized once more essential instruction sketch that made the initial nine years of tutoring free & mandatory. The point of the arrangement was to perk up the pertinence, productivity, nature of educational institutions & to make projects to address the fundamental schooling needs of traveling & out-of-younger students, adolescents, grown-ups & defenseless kids, by & large. The Labor Act of 1974 precluded the work of youngsters younger than fifteen years in trade & commerce. It additionally limited work performed by youngsters to locally established farming or local work. Pakistan is an individual from various worldwide associations, for example, the ILO, with whom the nation has marked global conventions. These conventions are planned for securing powerless kids & giving essential schooling to all offspring of educational institution age so as to meet the MDG’s set for the nation. In promotion of the hallucination of giving essential instruction to all offspring of educational institution age, the Federal Ministry of Women Affairs & Social Welfare worked out a cooperative energy with UNICEF & the Center for Non-Formal Education & Schooling (CENFET), to contain the test of absence of formal schooling educational program for young ladies, kids without access to class, educational institution left outs, specifically, kids from non-very much worked educational institutions, where young ladies represent 60% all things considered. These endeavors have added to an expansion in enlistment, especially, among the young lady kid, & upgraded the improvement of non-formal & roaming schooling. In a pilot undertaking did in Sokoto State, in Northern Pakistan, it was found that educational institution enlistment in essential schooling, ascended from 914 students in 1996 to 115,525 understudies in 2000, out of which, 73,291 had passed their tests. The task documentation under 0.2 % left out rate, with less young ladies dropping out of educational institution than young men.

Discussion of the study

Endeavors since year 2000 to propel instruction around the globe have progressed toward becoming nearly synonymous with guaranteeing that each youngster would be in educational institution. The EFA & MDG) focus of widespread access to essential instruction was particularly relevant to the least fortunate nations, yet others thought that it was less significant. In the interim, the attention on all-inclusive essential enrolment implied less consideration regarding other significant regions, for
example, instruction quality, early youth care & instruction (ECCE), & grown-up proficiency. In general, not in any case the objective of all-inclusive essential instruction was come to, not to mention those increasingly driven EFA objectives & the most impeded kept on being the last to profit. In any case, there have been accomplishments that ought not to be belittled. The world will have progressed by 2015 past where it would have been if the patterns of the 1990s had endured. What’s more, the checking of instruction progress since Dakar has improved & extended. At last, the EFA development can be portrayed as a certified achievement, regardless of whether EFA accomplices might not have all in all satisfied their duties. However, the exercise rising in the course of recent years is that, while specialized arrangements are significant, political impudence & footing are more in this way & are fundamental for understanding the size of change & activity required to accomplish EFA at the national level. The dialogs on the post-2015 motivation may offer a chance to accomplish the essential scale. 1-Increase accentuation on early youth care & schooling. All nations should make in any event one year of preprimary instruction obligatory as a major aspect of the essential instruction cycle, & states should make the fundamental assets accessible. Where states spending plans can't grow administrations for all, they should focus on the most hindered populaces. Non-formal & network based early learning projects ought to be upheld where formal projects are less doable. Care & educating ought to be of good quality & staff ought to be prepared to animate little youngsters intellectually & offer socio-enthusiastic help. Nations ought to endeavor to pull in more & better parental figures & instructors by lifting their status & pay to the degree of grade teachers. 2 Do all that it takes to empower all kids to finish grade educational institution States need to create sensible money move programs, with streamlined contingency & focusing on plans, to enable poor families to meet expenses of tutoring, for example, casual charges, regalia & transportation. To improve educational institution interest & diminish left out, states should execute intersectoral programs in territories, for example, wellbeing & sustenance, just as interests in streets, water & power framework. States ought to get ready alternate courses of action to meet the instruction needs of youngsters in crisis circumstances & zones of equipped convicts. 3 Improve the securing of work & fundamental abilities among youth & grown-ups States need to guarantee that every single youngster, particularly the least advantaged, procure establishment aptitudes through general access to free & necessary lower optional schooling.

### Conclusion of the study

The objective of ensuring & giving Education to All, specifically for defenseless kids in Pakistan, requires the cooperative energy of all partners in the instructive division. That is, approach
creators, non-legislative organizations, global offices & the common society, ought to be made to orchestrate their procedures to check youngster work, tyke dealing, secure vagrants & give the required instructive foundation required for the achievement of the objectives of EFA. It is essential to take note of that noteworthy advancement has been recorded on the EFA program in Pakistan. Be that as it may, numerous powerless kids are found over the length & expansiveness of the nation & are yet to entrée & profit completely from UBE & EFA programs. These helpless youngsters are principally road kids alluded to as 'almajirai', itinerant Fulani kids, vagrants & the young lady kid. There is, subsequently, need to grow new procedure to oblige this gathering of powerless kids found in a few conditions of Pakistan to rush the nation's advancement towards the achievement of the EFA objective & by expansion the MDGs. In this light there is total requirement for forceful & supported promotion for EFA, in all conditions of the nation. The support for EFA ought to include teaching & edifying the country people, specifically, of the requirement for offspring of educational institution age to partake & profits by the EFA program. The administration should, as an issue of direness, make an empowering domain for all partners in the instructive area, under a private-open association methodology, to possess & oversee instructive framework at the essential & auxiliary degrees of schooling. The states and administration should demonstrate their political will to encourage the fulfillment of EFA objective by raising their separate budgetary assignment up to the universal gauge standard distribution to instruction, build up the limit of instructors through preparing & re-preparing programs lastly, EFA educational plan ought to be created make use of a participatory way to deal with upgrade the degree of acknowledgment of the EFA program & subsequently the accomplishment of EFA objectives in Pakistan.

The report on the worldwide observing of Education for All obviously demonstrates how 164 nations around the globe have acted subsequent to having conceded to accomplishing six instructive objectives in “Education for All”. The report distinguishes a deficiency of educational institutions in Pakistan, non-attendance of instructors, absence of qualified educators & missing foundation offices that have hampered the development of the nation's schooling division. Besides, he refers to extracurricular factors, for example, social imperatives, frailty, neediness, rebellion, political shakiness & feeble administration as a major aspect of the issue. Cataclysmic events that have demolished educational institution structures & framework & genuine militancy issues in certain pieces of Pakistan have kept on obstructing the accomplishment of objectives. Pakistan is focused on accomplishing objectives other than instruction for all in 2000. We as a whole think about the MDG’s of the
United Nations Millennium Declaration through which another worldwide organization was to help decrease neediness & improve financial advancement exercises. There were eight national MDG targets & in excess of 30 pointers for Pakistan against which progress must be estimated. By 2013, we have accomplished three of these objectives, & as we approach the part of the bargain, risks that we will go anywhere else will diminish quickly. The report distinguishes Pakistan’s endeavors to quicken the pace of accomplishing EFA objectives by rolling out sacred improvements (as Article 25A) & presenting joint crusades & giving free reading material to undergraduates. In actuality, little has been accomplished for the sake of schooling. The state experiences issues giving free schooling to all kids & has flopped wretchedly to look after measures.

On the off chance that a layman was asked how Pakistan’s instruction framework functioned, almost certainly, he would paint a depressing picture, & which is all well & good. When we talk about fortifying safety efforts for educational institutions, we locate that over 40% of the educational institutions in Sindh as of now work without a fringe divider, considerably less a security monitor. When we state we need more educators, media reports find a huge number of apparition instructors who are undermining the nature of schooling? Around 20% of all open grade educational institutions in the nation have just one class & around 40% have no power. Previews of the “education of Pakistan” in web crawlers uncover careless undergraduates sitting in the open or in scattered homerooms & the instructors end up adjusting without contacting the dismissed condition. Global & national associations distribute reports that appear, on their spreads, a little Pathan from rustic settings wearing cobalt blue & white, their exhausting classes out of sight & books wilted in their grasp. These pictures are illustrative of the more extensive reality, yet in addition uncover instructive disappointments. We may have a flourishing tuition based educational institution framework; however, the level of kids we need is only a cake in heaven. The greater parts of our kids are required to go to educational institutions without drinking water or sanitation. One of the six destinations of EFA is to give all youngsters access to free & mandatory indispensable schooling of superior quality, paying little mind to race & sex. Pakistan is as of now falling behind in its objective of accomplishing all-inclusive essential enlistment & a 100% survival rate. The present net enlistment rate is 69%, contrasted with 57% in 2002.

With a 67% survival rate, kids the nation over drop out of educational institution because of different social & monetary components & 6.7 million youngsters don’t yet. The measurements acquired from the report demonstrate that the nation has accomplished poor outcomes contrasted with the objective of a grown-up proficiency rate half higher in 2015.
From 46.5% in 2002, it rose to just 56% (in 2013). This development isn't just inadequate, yet the absence of national insights additionally restricts the capacity to gauge genuine changes. As specialists in the field of instruction, we look for dependable & modern data, however shockingly, in numerous spots; we don't have steady logical proof of advancement. The present condition of instructive offices in the nation places young ladies in a feeble position. 55% of all kids who don’t go to class are young ladies & Pakistan has the second biggest sex uniqueness in enlistment in the South Asian area. The spending limit for instruction has been generally censured for being excessively low; however, the psyche disregards how the use of assets effectively accessible is brimming with irregularities. An expansion in the present schooling spending plan might be a lot for Pakistan, as one of the most significant difficulties we face is the under-use of cash on a financial limit. The report expresses that instruction is the fourth most degenerate part in the nation (2010). Educational institutions & instructors don’t satisfy their obligations, while assets are yet arriving at their goal. We realize that instruction stays an overlooked reason in this nation, regardless of how solid & clear the political talk on the execution of Article 25A is. We need more proficiency programs, particularly those focusing on remote territories & minimized divisions of society, (for example, ladies & minorities). The enlistment projects are nothing superior to anything twofold edged swords: they will fail if there are no better & better educational institutions, with prepared & upheld instructors.

In short child labour and EFA goals are two opponent sides of a coin, wherever there abundance of child laborers, there is very little hope and opportunity for children to get education, but on the other side wherever EFA goals are truly fulfilled and implemented in their true sense & spirit and there cannot be seen children in the shape of child laborers. So, this is the responsibility of all the pillars of the society (govt, stakeholders, individuals, family members, teachers, religious members and parents to truly realize the seriousness of the issue and jointly start efforts & work for the complete & absolute implementation of the EFA Goals.

**Recommendations of the study**

1- As there is a general shortage of educational institutions throughout the country so, new educational institutions should be constructed for all children below the age of 14 to enroll them without any further delay, hence most children will have educational institutions at their own doorstep & will not leave the educational institutions prematurely thus they can be protected them from early child labour activities

2- As many of the reports regarding education census shows that there is a general perception regarding teacher absenteeism from their educational institutions so, for this purpose strict &
firm steps should be taken against the accusers & the habitual teachers to make them regular & guarantee their 100% attendance in their respective educational institutions, thus by doing so one of the reason of children’s left out from educational institutions & getting into early child labour should be controlled to some extent

3- There is a lack of qualified teachers in our education system which is a major reason of low enrollment in many educational institutions of the country. Similarly those children who have already admitted in educational institutions are forced to leave their education in the very early stage due non professionalism & commitment to the profession of teaching, so to increase enrollment rate & to retain these kind of children in their educational institutions, enough skilled & professionally sound teachers are to be appointed just not to boost literacy rate, but retain them in their respective educational institutions thus avoiding them from early entry in the labour market

4- Missing of basic infrastructure facilities in most of the educational institutions is yet another hindrance in the way of EFA which smoothen the way for child labour later on

5- Cultural constraints are also a barrier to EFA which leaves very little chance to children education specially to female children rather than early entry into the labour market

6- Insecurity is a general problem of our country, say for instance not only teachers, but parents & students feel themselves insecure in their educational institutions due which they hesitate to go into the educational institutions which inversely become a hurdle in the way of EFA & clear the way for early child labour for parents & children as well as they have no other option & alternative rather than child labour

7- Poverty is one of the biggest complication in the way of Education For All, as poor families have no fair mean of income for their livelihood so, due to the miser economic conditions they do not even think to bring their children into the educational arena & leaving behind the last option for their brood in the shape of child labor

8- Lawlessness & lack of control on behalf of the govt is another obstacle to EFA which in turn makes the parents ready for child labour instead of education

9- Political instability may be one of the main obstruction to EFA, because due to discontinuity in the policies & rapid changes in the educational set up & policy directly or indirectly create instability & inconsistency in the organizational & educational activities which may badly effect the whole educational arena & may tease the sincere policy makers in the long run as well which ultimately increase the number child laborer

10- Natural disasters is a real an obstacle to EFA so, due to lack of resources the common members of the society have very little option rather than to early entrance of the children in the
labor force to cope with these sort of worse economic conditions
11- Serious issues of militancy in most parts of Pakistan is another genuine reason of low enrollment in educational institutions & the early mean of child employment in occupations
12- Ghost teachers & ghost educational institutions phenomenon can be frequently been seen in our educational set up from the very long time, for which teachers, society & parent’s department may be stayed responsible, hence for this purpose keen, sincere & non tire-able commitments on behalf of all pillars are very much needed to overcome the issue of ghost teachers & ghost educational institutions, which may provide extra opportunity of education for child laborers wherever these sort of educational institutions or teachers are seen
13- Girls education situation is very much worse in our country as 55% of all the children who are out of their educational institutions in our country are girls which clearly shows the commitment, stance & priority of the govt & the society how much they are interested in female education which fairly shows the priority & the gap of gender discrimination in our society. Due to un-equal opportunities of education for girls, they do not have other option rather than to get start working either in their own household activities or in their owner houses/farms houses, ultimately the dream of EFA remains incomplete
14- There is lack of priorities in our country as it has very low & nominal budgetary allocation for education which ultimately becomes a hindrance to EFA & clear the way to child labour, so due to lack of interest & priority on the part of the govt, abundance of young children may be seen in the labour market instead of educational institutions
15- Education the fourth most corrupt sector in the country as can be seen from many official & no official organization reports, forss this purpose keen & strict measure should be taken to stop the malpractices in the parent department. Also sincere & honest personals should be appointed in the parent department to reinstate the confidence of the layman & stop the ever increasing rate of child labour
16- Lack of literacy awareness programmed in the country is yet another hindrance to EFA which indirectly smoothen the way of high child labour rate in the country
17- Education sector needs a new wave of reforms & an intense reordering of priorities throughout the country to boost EFA & to block the ever-rising rate of child labour in the country.
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